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Abstract

A newly developed X-ray technique is used, which is able to quantitatively combine texture, structure, anisotropic crystallite
shape and film thickness analyses of nanocrystalline silicon films. The films are grown by reactive magnetron sputtering in a
plasma mixture of H and Ar onto amorphous SiO and single-crystal(100)-Si substrates. Whatever the used substrate, preferred2 2

orientations are observed with texture strengths around 2–3 times a random distribution, with a tendency to achieve lower
strengths for films grown on SiO substrates. As a global trend, anisotropic shapes and textures are correlated with longest2

crystallite sizes along theN111M direction but absence ofN111M oriented crystallites. Cell parameters are systematically observed
larger than the value for bulk silicon, by approximately 0.005–0.015 A.˚
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A large number of studies is devoted nowadays to
nanocrystalline silicon thin films as promising structures
for flat panel display applicationsw1x. For these large
area microelectronic applications, the current trend is to
lower the process temperature to enable the use of low
cost substrates such as common glasses and flexible
polymers. Crystallised silicon layers have recently been
achieved at relatively low temperature by synchrotron-
radiation decomposition of disilanew2x, by plasma
enhanced chemical vapour deposition(PECVD) w3x and
also by our group using reactive magnetron sputtering
(RMS) w4x. Most of the films produced by PECVD and
RMS techniques consist of a mixture of amorphous and
crystalline silicon, obtained through the interactions
between the growing surface and the reactive hydride
radicals present in the hydrogen-rich plasma. The growth
and crystallization mechanisms are still a matter of
debatew5,6x, even though the key role of the highly
reactive hydride species is now described by about three
modelsw7,8x. In our case, these mechanisms lead to the
simultaneous stabilisation of crystallite preferential ori-
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entations (texture) and anisotropic crystallite shapes,
and are associated to cell parameter variations. For the
first time, we used in this work a newly developed X-
ray technique, which is able to combine quantitatively
the texture, structure and anisotropic shape determina-
tion.

2. Samples and experiments

Silicon thin films were grown by RMS in a plasma
mixture of H and Ar at 2008C on amorphous SiO(a-2 2

SiO ) and single-crystal(100)-Si substrates. The depo-2

sition conditions were the following: power density 2
Wycm , total pressure of 10 Torr, 80% of hydrogen2 y1

partial pressure. For both kinds of substrates we varied
the target–substrate distance(d). For a-SiO substrates2

thed values were 4, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 cm corresponding
to Samples A, B, C, D, E and F, respectively, while on
(100)-Si two typical d values were chosen,ds6 and
12 cm (Samples G and H, respectively), aiming the
comparison of the substrate effect.

The structural characteristics of the films were care-
fully characterised by X-ray diffraction(XRD) while
their optical properties were examined by optical trans-
mission spectroscopy performed on a Perkin–Elmer
UVyVIS (from 0.4 to 4.1 eV). As the XRD patterns of
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the corresponding thin films exhibited preferential ori-
entations and anisotropic line broadening, X-ray quan-
titative texture analysis(QTA) was performed, with a
simultaneous Rietveld refinement including anisotropic
line broadening and film thickness analyses. We used a
Huber 4-circles diffractometer and a curved position
sensitive detector(INEL CPS 120), which spans a 1208
range in 2u, allowing the simultaneous acquisition of
several pole figures. These latter were measured by
scanning the tilt angle of the goniometer,x, in the range
0–608 and the azimuthal angle,w, in the range 0–3608,
both using a 58 step with an incident X-ray beamvs
14.28 corresponding to the Bragg angle of the 111
reflection of the silicon.

For the treatment of these X-ray diffractograms, we
used the material analysis using diffraction(MAUD)
program w9x that combines the WIMV methodw10x,
used to solve the orientation distribution function
(ODF), with a Rietveld analysis to extract the micro-
structural and structural parameters. The integrated
intensities, extracted by the Le Bail method, are treated
and corrected for the absorption, volume variations and
delocalisation effectsw11x. The instrumental resolution
function has been determined by a full mapping(in v,
x and 2u ranges) of our diffractometer space using the
NIST LaB powder standardw12x used for the Interna-6

tional crystallographic round-robin. The(hkl) depend-
ence of diffraction line broadening are determined in
the program by the use of the Popa rules based on the
symmetrised spherical harmonics to describe the crys-
tallite shape modelw13x. The thin film thicknesses are
additional parameters refined during the Rietveld refine-
ment, implemented in the MAUD package via the
necessary intensity correctionsw14x. These thicknesses
are compared to those obtained by profilometry(Dek-
tak3 ST). The pole figures are normalised into distri-
bution densities that are expressed as multiples of a
random distribution(m.r.d.). The ODF allows then the
recalculation of the experimental pole figures for com-
parison with the observed data and first reliability
evaluation. The statistical ODF reliability is evaluated
by calculation of the reliability factorsRP w15x, and0

the overall texture strength is estimated by the texture
index, F , value w16x. Since our observed textures are2

axially symmetric around the normal to the film plane
(fibre textures), the inverse pole figure calculated for
this normal direction(001) is a complete representation
of the ODF. We then choose to illustrate the exhibited
textures using such inverse pole figures. Data reduction
and calculations of the inverse pole figures were oper-
ated using the Goman, Pofintw17x and Beartexw18x
packages, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

A typical XRD pattern of the obtained silicon thin
films is shown in Fig. 1, for sample D(ds8 cm). A

pure silicon phase is observed for all samples, indexed
in the regular diamond cubic structure of Si, with cell
parameters around 5.44 A(Table 1), always refined˚
larger than the value for bulk silicon by approximately
0.005–0.015 A. A strong and anisotropic broadening of˚
the diffracted lines is observed due to anisotropic shapes
of individual crystallites. Whatever the deposition con-
ditions and the substrate, the mean crystallite shape
corresponds to an ellipsoid elongated along thew111x
direction and almost isotropic in perpendicular direc-
tions. As illustrated for Sample D in Fig. 2, the crystallite
average size alongw111x is around 90 A and 30–40 A˚ ˚
in the perpendicular directions. We could not detect
neither significant Gaussian contribution in any of the
peaks (no microstrains are present) in our films nor
could any peak shift be detected when tilting the samples
(no residual stress is stabilised). The film’s thickness is
approximately 1460 nm and the thicknesses refined by
XRD are systematically observed smaller than the ones
measured by profilometry ford)4 cm (Table 2). For
sample A, it was not possible to refine the film thickness,
which was fixed to 7080 A(value measured by profi-˚
lometry) for the refinement. These films, deposited close
to the cathode, were found relatively thin because of the
low values of the deposition rate encountered in this
region where a strong formation of Si nanopowder is
observed. This formation leads to the consumption of
the highly sticking SiH radicals that are no more2

available for the growth of the filmw19x. For Samples
B and C, the X-ray refined thicknesses are around half
of the profilometry ones whereas for samples D–H, this
difference is smaller. This is attributed either to the
film’s porosity oryand to the curvature of the films
surface, with smaller thicknesses towards the edge of
the samples. This latter hypothesis is coherent with the
observation of Newton rings under visible light, located
on the periphery of the disc-shaped layers.

However, such an XRD pattern is typical of a textured
sample, with peak ratios different from the ones of the
powder. A selected set of diffraction diagrams shows an
example of peak variations due to texture when the
sample is tilted inx (Fig. 1). The simulated diagrams
for every x position is also shown and attest for the
goodness of the refinement, when all parameters are
taken into account(texture, microstructure, cell para-
meters, thickness, anisotropic crystallite sizes), and as
denoted by the reliability factors not exceeding 5.5%
(Table 1).

Films deposited on a-SiO substrates show large2

texture dependence with inter-electrode distance. If the
overall texture strength of the films appears almost
unaffected by thed variation (with F around 1.22

m.r.d. at maximum and001 inverse pole figure maxima2

not larger than 2 m.r.d.), the resulting texture compo-
nents are strongly influenced(Fig. 3). The closest
distance(Sample A) favours an orientation withN110M
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Fig. 1. Typical XRD diagram measured(dotted line) on Sample D(ds8 cm) at differentx positions(xs0 at bottom andxs358 at top) showing
the broad and anisotropic diffracted lines, and the corresponding simulated spectra(solid line). Insert shows the texture presence by thex-scans
of the three main integrated intensities(background is subtracted). Note the particularly high 311 intensity and the non-constant variations of the
lines with x.

Table 1
List of structural and microstructural parameters of the films resulting from the refinement and associated reliability factorsR (R : weighted,w

R : Bragg,R : experimental,RP : ODF factor for all distribution densities). Numbers in parentheses represent errors on the last digitB exp 0

Sample d a RX thickness Anisotropic sizes(A)˚ Texture parameters Reliability factors(%)
(cm) (A)˚ (nm)

N111M N220M N311M Maximum Minimum Texture index RP0 Rw RB Rexp

(m.r.d.) (m.r.d.) F (m.r.d. )2 2

A 4 5.4466(3) – 94 20 27 1.95 0.4 1.12 1.72 4.0 3.7 3.5
B 6 5.4439(2) 711 (50) 101 20 22 1.39 0.79 1.01 0.71 4.9 4.3 4.2
C 7 5.4346(4) 519 (60) 99 40 52 1.72 0.66 1.05 0.78 4.3 4.0 3.9
D 8 5.4461(2) 1447(66) 100 22 33 1.57 0.63 1.04 0.90 5.5 4.6 4.5
E 10 5.4462(2) 1360(80) 98 20 25 1.22 0.82 1.01 0.56 5.0 3.9 4.0
F 12 5.4452(3) 1110(57) 85 22 26 1.59 0.45 1.05 1.08 4.2 3.5 3.7
G 6 5.4387(3) 1307(50) 89 22 28 1.84 0.71 1.01 1.57 5.2 4.7 4.2
H 12 5.4434(2) 1214(18) 88 22 24 2.77 0.50 1.12 2.97 5.0 4.5 4.3

directions aligned with the films normal as a major
texture component(Fig. 3). But minor components with
N100M and N124M directions of crystallites along the
normal are also observed in this film. TheN110M
orientation is destabilised for distances larger than 4 cm,

and does not exist anymore fords6 cm (Sample B).
This N110M component removal is accompanied by a
slight tilt of the N100M (which could correspond to a
Nh0lM alignment with l approx. 10–11) and the
appearance of a large component centred onN221M like
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Fig. 2. Schematic mean crystallite shape for Sample D represented in
a cubic cell, as refined using the Popa approach and exhibiting a
strong elongation alongN111M.

Table 2
Comparison of the film thicknesses determined by X-ray diffraction
(RX) and profilometry

Samples d (cm) Profilometry thickness(nm) RX thickness(nm)

A 4 708 –
B 6 1350 711(50)
C 7 1530 519(60)
D 8 1465 1447(66)
E 10 1470 1360(80)
F 12 1208 1110(57)
G 6 1350 1307(50)
H 12 1200 1214(18)

Fig. 3. 001 inverse pole figures for samples deposited on a-SiO(Sample A–F) and on(100)-Si (Sample G and H). Pole locations are indicated2

by their Miller indices(bottom right) equal area projections, linear distribution density scale.

orientation. Since this component is largely distributed,
it corresponds to a set of closely oriented directions like
N332M, N443M, N554M« that can be present in this film
too. An interesting behaviour is the progressive shift of
this latter component towards aN111M position for
increasing distances(Samples B–F). Comparing films
B and F, one clearly sees the general trend starting in B
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the refractive indexn and of the pseudo-gap E with the distanced. Lines are only guides for eyes.04

from orientations aroundN221M, and reachingN443M or
N553M in F. However, if the texture component would
tend to coincide with aN111M orientation for largestd’s
(that is along the highest dimension of the crystallites),
no pure N111M orientation is observed, that would
correspond to a favoured growth at the bulk state in
such structures, as in diamond thin films for instance
w20x. The N100M inclined orientation is fully removed
for intermediate distances(Samples C and D), then
reappears for larger distances up to 12 cm.

Whatever the distance used, using(100)-Si single
crystals as substrates strongly stabilises theN100M ori-
entation (Fig. 3). This orientation corresponds to the
heteroepitaxial component withw100x directions of the
film aligned with the ones of the substrate. The forma-
tion of native amorphous SiO layer at the surface of2

the substrate would imply a growth mechanism similar
to that observed on a-SiO . However, this native oxide2

is etched by the hydrogen species present in the plasma
during deposition leading to a growth directly onto a
bare silicon single crystal surface.

Whatever the substrate noN111M texture could be
observed, but a systematic elongation of the crystallites
along this direction. This apparent absence of correlation
between orientation and crystal shapes is the conse-
quence of the growth interruption induced by the fabri-
cation process, preventing more regular growth schemes
to occur like in columnar or heteroepitaxial growing.
However, looking closer at mean crystal sizes along
N111M and N220M directions, one observes that films in
which the N100M orientation is present show a smaller
anisotropy of their crystal shape. On(100)-Si substrates

exhibiting a strongN100M orientation, but also for film
F on a-SiO , theN111M mean dimension is around 872

A, while that alongN220M is around 22 A. Sample A˚ ˚
exhibiting a majorN110M orientation but still a minor
N100M showsN111M mean dimension around 94 A, at˚
least 5 A less than films without theN100M component˚
(Samples B, C, D and E).

The minimum values of the ODF(Table 1) are
relatively high, from 0.4 to 0.82 m.r.d. This means that
40–82% of the volume of the material is randomly
oriented(not textured). Any anisotropic properties than
one could observe on such materials will then be the
consequence of only 60–18% of the total volume,
hereby considerably decreasing the probability of obser-
vation of such anisotropy.

To correlate the structural characteristics reported so
far to some physical properties, optical absorption meas-
urements were performed on our samples. Fig. 4 reports
the evolution in function of thed distance of both the
refractive indexn and the pseudo-gap E , defined as04

the energy value for which the absorption coefficienta
is equal to 10 cm . The refractive index shows an4 y1

abrupt increase for the first stages of electrode distancing
before some tendency to saturate for higher values ofd.
This behaviour would consistently reflect the evolution
of the film compactness considering that the porosity of
the film is increasingly higher when the deposition is
performed at closer and closer distance ofds4 cm, as
stated above from XRD analyses. This is supported by
the nearly opposite evolution of E since their high04

values for films obtained with lowd could originate
from the relatively high density of microcavities inherent
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to the film porosity. In this respect, we closely correlate
the abrupt and the subsequent smooth decrease of E04

to a similar behaviour of the film porosity, i.e. to the
density of the microcavities present in our films.

4. Conclusions

Preferred orientations, cell parameters and anisotropic
crystallite sizes of nanocrystalline silicon thin films
deposited on amorphous silica and silicon single-crystal
substrates have been quantitatively determined. Strong
texture variations are observed when the electrode dis-
tance andyor the substrate is varied. Texture variations
are correlated to the anisotropic crystal growth. The unit
cell parameter of the silicon structure is always larger
in the nanocrystalline films than in bulk silicon, with
no apparent regular variation vs. texture or crystal
growth.
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